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students will get more out
of the process by using the
simple teambuilding structures
provided.

If you’re new to teambuilding or want
to explore this concept in a little more depth,
read on!
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This book offers a super simple, yet incredibly
effective, way to do teambuilding. If you haven’t
noticed already, the book is brimming with
question cards. There are 20 sets of questions
and 20 question cards for each set. If my maths
is correct, that’s 400 question cards in all! The
question sets are all based on topics students love
to talk about. We developed question sets on a
variety of fun-to-discuss topics, including About
Me, Food, Friends, Hobbies, Getting Acquainted,
and more.
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Quick Overview
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To play, each team receives their
own set of question cards. Using
RoundRobin or Spotlight
(two teambuilding structures
described in detail on the
following pages), teammates ask
and respond to the questions
on the card. The stimulating
questions and engaging process
bring students together as a team. They get
to know, like, and respect each other more. This
is a tremendous benefit for students who work
daily in cooperative teams. It’s also a plus for
the teacher who does the occasional teamwork
project. And even if you don’t use teamwork at all
in your classroom, this teambuilding process is a
wonderful way to boost class climate and make
the classroom a fun place to be and learn.
If you’re ready to get started, feel free
to skip ahead to the Structures section.
While you can use the questions in this
book without using structures, you and your

What Is Teambuilding?
We can easily seat students in small groups and
instruct them to “work together”
and “be nice to each other.” But
that doesn’t ensure successful
teamwork. And it definitely
doesn’t guarantee students will
get along well with teammates.
Students come from different
backgrounds, have different
values, belong to different cliques,
and have different ability levels.
Some students simply may not want to work
with others. Yuck! Others, when faced with team
decisions, pull in opposite directions. With so
many unique personalities, teamwork can be a
challenge.
One option is to go the traditional route and
forego teamwork altogether. But doing that robs
students of the opportunity to work successfully
in teams; to thrive in diversity; to become
leaders; and to learn to work with
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Why Is Teambuilding
Important?
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Teambuilding does require a little time and effort.
But that investment of time and effort
pays off—big time! With this book,
we hope to minimise the effort
you have to exert to reap the
benefits of teambuilding.

to discover common interests, common traits,
get to know each other a little better, and feel a
little more supported by teammates. Plus, we
want them to learn that even though others may
be different, we can understand, respect, and
even celebrate those differences. Like teammates
on a sports team, we want students to feel they
are all on the same side and to root for each
other’s success. But true teamwork goes beyond
just hoping for the success of your teammates.
It means working together as a unit so everyone
succeeds. Everyone achieves more.

Ed
u

others. Let’s face it: In life and at work, personal
and social skills are at least as important to our
students as academic skills. But if we focused
strictly on academic skills, teamwork comes
out ahead again! If we forego teamwork in the
classroom, we rob our students of all the cognitive
and academic benefits of teamwork. Teamwork
encourages students to teach others and provides
immediate help and feedback. Research shows
students learn more in cooperative learning
environments than in individualistic and
competitive structures.

w

In the traditional classroom,
teambuilding isn’t essential.
Students either work
independently on their
assignments or they actually
compete against each other
(as when they compete for the
teacher’s attention or compete
for the top grades). But in the
cooperative classroom, students
work in teams. We have them work
in teams because we know they’ll
learn more. And importantly,
while students work in teams,
students receive the added bonus of practicing
ever-important social skills: learning how to be a
leader, listening to each other, learning to follow
directions, agreeing, helping others, negotiating
understanding, solving problems together, and
making group decisions. Teamwork boosts
learning and creates a natural context to
practice and acquire essential skills for life and
the workplace.
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So back to our question:
What is teambuilding?
Teambuilding is the process
of getting individual students
to feel like they are members
of a team. It’s the process
of students getting to know
and like other students on their team. It’s
the process of individuals coming together as a
cohesive unit.

©

There are many different types of teambuilding
activities that you can do in the classroom. We
recommend that you spend a little time off
academics to do the occasional teambuilding
activity sheerly for fun. Teambuilding acts as a
lubricant for the other interactions students have;
it just makes everything run smoother.
There are a number of goals for
teambuilding: We want students
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with each
other in a fun
and friendly
way, we lower
their perceptions of
threat and their stress
levels. We make them
feel safe. We help them
perceive the classroom as a
non threatening place to be
and learn. Teambuilding puts
students at ease and facilitates
entering optimal states for learning.

What’s In This Book?
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Brain science has provided some interesting
insight to teambuilding. Brain-based learning
teaches us that the state of “relaxed alertness”
is the optimal state for learning. Conversely, if
students perceive threat in their environment,
their brains “downshift” from higher-level
neo-cortical functioning to more primitive
limbic functioning. Fear activates the fightor-flight mechanism and hinders students’
ability to focus and learn. It is totally normal
to feel anywhere between a little uneasy and
downright apprehensive about strangers. It is
also a well-known fact that social comparison
is among the greatest stressors for
humans. When people are put in
situations where they are compared to
others, anxiety results. Our personal
worth sometimes hangs in the balance
when we try to see how we stack up
to others. We worry, “How do I
compare?”
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Can you think of any
situations where strangers are
thrust together, then evaluated
on their performance? I can.
It’s called school. And for kids
developing their own sense of
identity, school can be a scary
place. Think of the shy kid.
The different kid. The kid who
speaks a different first language. The kid who
struggles in school. Those kids often perceive
the classroom as a threatening place. Notice
I said, “perceive.” From our perspective, the
classroom can be a totally safe environment,
but that’s not what matters; what matters is
students’ perceptions of the classroom. So
how do we minimise the fear of strangers and
anxiety-inducing social comparison?

As mentioned, there are many different
types of teambuilding activities. This book
takes a very specific approach. It connects
teambuilding questions with two terrific
teambuilding structures.

Teambuilding Questions.
The book contains 400 ready-touse question cards. The cards are
organised into 20 discussion topics
with 20 question cards per set. You
can do a terrific, quick teambuilding
activity in a few minutes with just one or
two questions. With hundreds of cards, you’ll
have enough content here for hours and
hours of teambuilding activities. While you’ll
probably want to mix it up and do other types
of teambuilding activities during the school
year, this book will provide a seemingly endless
supply of questions. So if you want a quick
teambuilding activity, but don’t want to do any
prep, pull out a question or a question card set
and use these go-to staples.

Our answer, of course, is teambuilding.
By doing regular teambuilding and
giving students the opportunity to work
Teambuilding Questions
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Introduction (continued)
In this book, we feature two structures we
encourage you to use with your students:
RoundRobin and Spotlight. In RoundRobin,
each teammate responds to the same question. In
Spotlight, one teammate is selected to share his or
her response with the team.

Teambuilding Structures.

When Should I Use
these Activities?

Positive Interdependence

The task is structured so that students
work together. They feel like they are
on the same side.
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Each student is accountable for doing
something, so no student can hide.
l Participat
i
ua

Equal Participation

Simultaneous Interaction
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• New Teams–Teambuilding is good to do
when students first form new teams. Spending
a little time on teambuilding puts students at
ease with their new teammates and establishes
a safe team environment for learning.
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Structures are cooperative instructional strategies.
You could use the teambuilding questions in
this book as whole-class questions. But good
teambuilding leverages the basic principles of
cooperative learning. We use the acronym PIES
to symbolise the four principles we take as core
to cooperative learning. Here’s how the principles
relate to teambuilding:

n

The topics were selected based on things students
like to discuss. The questions encourage students
to share things about themselves, what they like,
what they dislike, their opinions on issues, and
so on. The questions promote discussion. They
promote interaction. And they create fun!

Interaction is going on in each
team. If you took a snapshot of the
classroom, it would show a high
degree of active engagement going
on within each team.

• Weekly–Taking a little time off academics
once a week to do a little teambuilding is
worth it. You can schedule the time of the
week. For example, Tuesday Teambuilding
at 10 o’clock for 10 minutes. Alternatively,
for a little novelty, you can spring a fun
teambuilding activity on the class.
• New Students–If you have a new student
in the class, it’s a good idea to do a little
teambuilding. It’s only natural for students
to want to get to know the new teammate.
It’s better to provide a structured forum for
getting acquainted than for students’ natural
inquisitiveness to interfere with what you’re
trying to teach.
• Stress Reliever–Do you or your students ever
feel stressed out? How about before or after
testing? Teambuilders are fun to do, and you’ll
see the tension literally leave their bodies as
they engage in fun-to-discuss questions. And,
for you too!

Teambuilding Questions
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• Energisers–
If you notice the
energy level in
the class is getting
low, reach for a
teambuilder. Students
get to talk about things
they like. Without fail,
teambuilding questions
raise the class energy level.
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• Brain-Breaks–Break up a long block
of mathematics with a teambuilder. Use
the teambuilders as state changers. The
teambuilders involve discussion and
interaction so they work as a great state
changer anytime students are doing other
types of tasks such as writing, solving
problems, reading, etc.

Question Card Tips
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Each question is provided on its own question
card. Individual question cards make the
activity more game-like and help focus
students on one question at a time. Here are a
few tips for your teambuilding question cards:
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• Team Sets—Copy a set of cards for each
team. If each team has their own set
of cards, you’ll see much more active
engagement. In a team of four, you have
at least one student active at a time. Active
engagement decreases in proportion to the
group size. If you have one student in the
class respond at a time, you only have one
active participant and approximately 30
passive participants—not a good ratio.

• Cardboard—Copy
the questions onto
cardboard paper so
the cards are more
durable.
• Laminate Cards—
Laminate the cards for extra
durability.
• Storing Cards—Wrap a rubber band
around each set of cards to keep the set
together. That makes it really easy to give
each team their own set of cards. Or keep
sets together with an alligator clip or inside
a resealable ziplock plastic bags.

• Coloured Paper—Copy different sets onto
different colour paper to make them more
colourful and easier to see at a glance that
they are different sets.

Teambuilding Questions
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RoundRobin
 Getting Ready:
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• Each team receives a set of question cards.
• The team stacks the set of questions
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One student on the team draws one question card,
then each teammate takes a turn responding.
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face-down in the centre of their
team table.
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Teammate Draws Question Card

ed to draw
A teammate is randomly select
mmate draws
the first question card. The tea
the team. The
the card and reads it aloud to
seconds to
teammate gives the team 5–10
nd.
think about how they’ll respo
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Starting with the student who
read
the card, each teammate takes
a
turn sharing his or her response
to
the question.
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2

Teammates Respond

3

Continue
ponded,
Once every teammate has res
the card is retired and the next
next
teammate clockwise draws the
t who
card. Starting with the studen
takes a
read the card, each teammate
to the
turn sharing his or her response
question.

Teambuilding Questions
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Teambuilding Structure
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Spotlight
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Which teammate will be under the spotlight? In
Spotlight, one teammate is randomly selected to stand
and respond to the question card in front of the team.
 Getting Ready:

• Each team receives a set of
• The team stacks the set of
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question cards.

2

Think Time
The teacher gives everyone 5–
10
seconds to think about how the
y’ll
respond if selected.
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questions facedown in the centre
of their team table.

1
12

Teammate Draws Question Card

one teammate
The teacher randomly selects
t question card
on each team to draw the firs
and read it aloud to the team.

Teambuilding Questions

Student
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one
The teacher randomly selects
. The
nd
student on each team to sta
it for
teacher can provide a time lim
sit back
sharing or can have students
ts are
down to indicate when studen
done and ready to move on.
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Teammate Selected

5

Continue
The process is repeated
for each new
question card. Each tim
e, the selected
student stands to respon
d in front of his
or her team.
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4

Teammate Responds
d
The selected student stands an
en done,
responds to the question. Wh
the question card is retired.
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